Symbiosis is a key driver of evolutionary novelty and ecological diversity, but our 11 understanding of how macroevolutionary processes originate extant symbiotic associations is 12 still very incomplete. In this context, cophylogenetic tools are used to assess the congruence 13 between the phylogenies of two groups of organisms related by extant associations. If 14 phylogenetic congruence is higher than expected by chance, we conclude that there is 15 cophylogenetic signal in the system under study. However, none of the current cophylogenetic 16 methods quantifies the degree of cophylogenetic signal satisfactorily. We present a novel 17 approach, Random Tanglegram Partitions (Random TaPas) that applies a given global-fit 18 method to random partial tanglegrams of a fixed size to identify the associations, terminals and 19 nodes that maximize phylogenetic congruence. By means of simulations, we show that the 20 output value produced is inversely proportional to the number of cospeciation events employed 21 to build simulated tanglegrams. In addition, with time-calibrated trees, Random TaPas is also 22 efficient at distinguishing cospeciation from pseudocospeciation. Random TaPas can handle 23 large tanglegrams in affordable computational time and incorporates phylogenetic uncertainty in 24 the analyses. We demonstrate its application with two real examples. In both systems, Random 25 TaPas revealed low cophylogenetic signal, but mapping its variation onto the tanglegram 26 pointed two different coevolutionary processes accounting for this result. Finally, we suggest 27 2 that the recursive partitioning of the tanglegram buffers the effect of phylogenetic 28 nonindependence occurring in current global-fit methods and therefore Random TaPas is more 29 reliable to identify host-symbiont associations that contribute most to cophylogenetic signal 30 than regular global-fit methods. Random TaPas can be implemented in the public-domain 31 statistical software R with scripts provided herein.
INTRODUCTION 34
Symbiosis is widespread throughout the tree of life and is considered as a key driver of 35 evolutionary novelty and ecological diversity (Moran 2006; Zook 2015) . Because organisms do 36 not evolve in isolation, the evolutionary fate of symbiotic partners is intertwined at ecological 37 and evolutionary levels, but despite the centrality of symbiosis in evolutionary biology, our 38 understanding of how macroevolutionary processes originate extant symbiotic associations is 39 still very incomplete (Weber et al. 2017 ). However, the recent emergence of robust comparative 40 phylogenetic methods has expanded and facilitated research in this area (Hutchinson et al. 41 2017a) . Cophylogeny, in particular, provides a quantitative framework to evaluate the 42 dependency of two evolutionary histories (Hutchinson et al. 2017b ). This approach involves 43 some assessment of the congruence between the phylogenies of two groups of species or taxa 44 related by extant associations, where congruence quantifies the degree of both topological and 45 branch-length similarity (Page 2003) . If such congruence is higher than expected by chance, it 46 is concluded that there is cophylogenetic signal in the system studied (Mendlová et al. 2012) .
Although cophylogenetic signal was initially interpreted as evidence of high level of 48 cospeciation, it has been shown that other mechanisms can account for some degree of 49 topological congruence. Particularly, complete host-switching events (i.e., colonization of a new 50 host species followed by speciation) among closely related hosts can result in symbiont 51 diversification mimicking the tree topology of the host, a process that has been termed 52 pseudocospeciation (de Vienne et al. 2013 ). In any case, even if its causality cannot not be 53 determined, detecting cophylogenetic signal is highly relevant because it implies that 3 contemporary ecological associations among species have been the product of a coupled 55 evolutionary history such that ancestral forms of each species experienced and responded to 56 shared selection pressures (Hutchinson et al. 2017b ).
57
The wide range of cophylogenetic methods currently available can be roughly 58 categorized as either event-based or global-fit (Hutchinson et al. 2017a ), but none of them deal 59 with cophylogenetic signal satisfactorily. Event-based methods attempt to reconstruct the 60 coevolutionary history of the organisms involved by assigning costs to each type of event and 61 heuristically search for the solution(s) that minimize(s) the overall sum of costs (Charleston and 62 Libeskind-Hadas 2014) . The problem is that cophylogenetic signal can be easily overestimated 63 because the default cost of cospeciation is assumed to be zero, which is often at odds with 64 empirical evidence (de Vienne et al. 2013 ). In addition, with large datasets, the approach 65 becomes computationally prohibitive and the influence of phylogenetic uncertainty is not 66 explicitly considered (i.e., the single input phylogenetic trees of host and symbionts are assumed 67 to represent the actual evolutionary relationships), which may lead to erroneous conclusions if 68 not all clades are well supported. Global-fit methods, for their part, assess the degree of 69 congruence between two phylogenies and can also identify the specific interactions that 70 contribute most to overall congruence (Balbuena et al. 2013) . They can handle large datasets 71 economically in terms of computational time, and the effect of phylogenetic uncertainty can be 72 assessed (Pérez-Escobar et al. 2016 ). However, current methods such as PACo (Balbuena et al. 73 2013) or ParaFit (Legendre et al. 2002) , provide statistical evidence of cophylogenetic signal, 74 but produce no directly interpretable statistic as for its strength and no explicit links with 75 coevolutionary events are made.
76
Therefore, additional work remains to be done in this domain. Particularly, the recent, 77 spectacular expansion of DNA sequencing and phylogenetic reconstruction is leading to 78 increasingly common scenarios involving species-rich trees and complex host-symbiont 79 interactions (e.g., Hutchinson et al. 2017b) . Equating these elaborate systems to evolutionary 80 Gordian knots, we present herein an Alexandrian approach to cophylogenetic signal assessment. 4 partial tanglegrams of a fixed size to identify the associations, terminals and nodes that 83 maximize phylogenetic congruence. By means of simulations, we show that the output value 84 produced by Random TaPas is inversely proportional to the number of cospeciation events 85 employed to build the tanglegrams. In addition, with time-calibrated trees, Random TaPas is 86 also efficient at distinguishing cospeciation from pseudocospeciation. The method is also useful 87 to identify what host-symbiont associations contribute most to phylogenetic congruence because 88 the variation in cophylogenetic signal can be mapped onto the tanglegram. We illustrate its 89 application with two real datasets and show how it can incorporate phylogenetic uncertainty in 90 the analyses. R scripts (R Core Team 2018) to perform Random TaPas and a user's guide are 91 also provided.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

93
The Random-TaPas algorithm
94
The starting point is a triple (H, S, A), where H and S represent the phylogenies of hosts and 95 symbionts, and A is a binary matrix with rows and columns corresponding to terminals in H and 96 S, respectively, in which extant associations between each terminal are coded as 1 and no 97 associations as 0. The triple is often represented graphically as a tanglegram ( Fig. 1) , in which H 98 and S usually are displayed face to face and their terminals are connected by lines reflecting the 99 associations encapsulated in A. Figure 1 provides a complete overview of the Random TaPas 100 algorithm. In short, for a large number of times (N), it selects n random unique one-to-one 101 associations, so that each taxon in H is associated to one, and only one, taxon in S, and vice 102 versa. (Since the aim is to find associations that maximize congruence, this is a condition to be 103 met by any perfect host-symbiont cospeciation scenario). Then a global-fit method is applied to 104 the partial tanglegram defined by the n associations and the statistic produced is saved. Finally, 105 a percentile p of the distribution of the N statistics generated is set and the frequency of 106 occurrence of each host-symbiont association of A included in p is computed.
107
The output of Random TaPas is a frequency distribution of host-symbiont associations 108 in which each value is expected to be directly proportional to the contribution of the host-5 parasite association to the global pattern of phylogenetic congruence (Figure 1 ). The shape of 110 this distribution can be characterized by computing the variance to mean ratio (VMR) of the 111 frequencies, whose value is biologically informative. In a perfect cospeciation scenario, VMR 112 = 0 is expected because each host-symbiont association would contribute equally to the global 113 fit, yielding a uniform frequency distribution. Thus, cophylogenetic signal would be significant 114 and maximal. If the association between H and S were completely random, the frequency 115 distribution would follow a Poisson distribution with VMR = 1 and cophylogenetic signal 116 would be not significant. Finally, unequal contributions of the host-symbiont associations would 117 lead to skewed frequency distributions with VMR >> 1 and, if significant, VMR would be 118 inversely proportional to cophylogenetic signal.
119
Global-fit methods 120 Random TaPas can be applied in conjunction with any global-fit method. For the sake of 121 demonstration, we chose here two very different approaches: Procrustes Approach to 122 Cophylogeny (PACo) (Balbuena et al. 2013 ) and geodesic distances (GD) in tree space (Schardl 123 et al. 2008) . PACo uses Procrustean superimposition of Euclidean embeddings of the 124 phylogenetic trees to assess phylogenetic congruence (Balbuena et al. 2013) . The second 125 approach entails computing pairwise GDs between the partial phylogenies defined by n. Most 126 global-fit methods translate matrices of evolutionary distances into Euclidean space whose 127 dimensionality is higher than that of tree space (Holmes 2005) . So the advantage of this 128 approach is that it skips the potential effect of this dimensional mismatch. In both methods, the 129 value of the statistic produced is inversely proportional to statistical congruence. 
179
Simulations 180 We applied Random TaPas to Set50 and Set100 (both additive and ultrametric trees) using both 181 PACo and GD with all combinations of the following parameter values: N=10 4 , n= 5, 10 and 20 182 (Set50), and n=10, 20 and 40 (Set100) (i.e., n representing about 10%, 20% and 40% of the total 183 associations), and p= 1% and 5%. In preliminary analyses, N= 10 5 was also tested with additive 184 trees in combination with the same arrays of n and p values but the results were very similar to 185 those obtained with N=10 4 (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 in Supplementary Material).
186
Since the increased computing time resulting from using a larger N did not result in a detectable 187 improvement in performance of the method, N= 10 on the nodes of the phylogeny as a color scale. We adopted this approach only to assess 240 different levels of cophylogenetic signal across the tanglegram and by no means imply that we 241 consider these estimators to reflect actual ancestral states of host-symbiont associations. In 242 addition, we used negative binomial regressions (glm.nb function from the MASS package in R, unique one-to-one associations between terminals was less than the number n set in simulations.
265
So the number of tanglegrams produced in Set50 with n = 20, was 79; and those in Set100 with 266 n=20 and n=40 was 99 and 63, respectively.
267
Forty-eight regression tree models describing the relationship between VMR of host-268 symbiont frequency distributions and the number of evolutionary events of tanglegrams 269 involving the additive and the original ultrametric trees with all combinations of n and p and global-fit method employed were produced. The average and range of VMRs corresponding to 271 each parameter combination are given in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows the regression trees 272 corresponding to Set50, additive trees, applying GD with all combinations of p and n. In 273 general, the patterns were similar to those obtained with PACo and with other parameter 274 combinations ( Supplementary Figures S3-S9 ) and the R 2 values suggest good agreement of the 275 models with the data. The number of cospeciation events determined the first node in 43 of the 276 models, but the placement of evolutionary events at subsequent nodes was very variable. In the 277 remaining models, the number of sorting (4 instances) or duplication events (1 instance) 278 determined the first split. These five models involved simulations in which n ≈ 10% of the total 279 number of host-symbiont associations ( Supplementary Figures S5, S8, S9) . Figure 3 shows the 280 relative importance of each evolutionary event in building the regression tree models. In 42 281 instances, the number of cospeciation events was the most important predictor of VMR, 282 accounting for > 40% of the total in 38 cases. In six models, the number of cospeciation events 283 was ranked as the second (5 cases) or third variable (1 case) in importance. These six cases 284 involved models in which n represented ≈ 10% of the host-symbiont associations. Two and four 285 of these were produced with GD and PACo, respectively. Five of the six cases were produced 286 by models based on ultrametric trees and four were produced with Set100.
287
The correlation with the number of cospeciation events was significant (P < 0.01) in all 288 simulations, ranging between -0.31 and -0.74. In 38 of 48 parameter combinations (16 of Set50 289 and 22 of Set100), the highest absolute correlations of VMR with the number of evolutionary 290 events involved those with the number of cospeciations (Fig. 4) . In the 10 remaining parameter 291 combinations, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient with the number of cospeciation 292 events was ranked second, but was very close to those of the first (duplications) and involved 293 five cases each produced with GD and PACo. Eight of those cases involved simulations with 294 additive trees and four cases represented simulations in which n ≈ 10% of the associations.
12
Pseudocospeciation experiment
297
In the additive trees, host-symbiont associations involving the modified clade were marked as 298 highly congruent, showing similar values to those in the original tanglegram, independently of 299 the n value chosen (Fig. 5) . In contrast, the counterpart associations in the ultrametric trees were 300 marked as incongruent with n = 5 and 10, but not with n =20 (Fig. 6 ).
301
Example 1: Neotropical orchids and their euglossine bee pollinators 302
The frequency distributions of pollinator-orchid associations produced by Random TaPas with 303 GD and PACo were highly skewed (Fig. 7a, b) . The VMR of these frequencies obtained with 304 the consensus trees were 30.03 and 30.29 for Random TaPas run with GD and PACo, 305 respectively. Similar VMR values were obtained with the 1,000 pairs of trees used to compute 306 the confidence intervals of the frequencies (Fig. 7c ). Both GD and PACo revealed that nine 307 pollinator-orchid associations were highly congruent, as they occurred in 100% of cases ( Fig.   308   7) . These associations were unrelated since involved orchids species of the three subtribes 309 represented: Catasetinae (1 Galeandra, 1 Catasetum species), Zygopetalinae (1 310 Chondrorhyncha species) and Stanhopeinae (2 Coryanthes, 1 Gongora, and 2 Soterosanthus 311 species) ( Fig. 8 ). There were no significant differences among the orchid subtribes in the 312 average frequency of occurrence of their terminals in p (negative binomial regression, P > 0.40 313 using both GD and PACo).
314
Example 2: Coitocaecum parvum and its amphipod host
315
The frequency distributions of the associations between haplotypes produced by Random TaPas 316 were highly skewed (Fig. 9 ). The wide confidence intervals associated with many host-317 symbiont associations (Fig. 9a, b) indicate the relatively high uncertainty about the placement of 318 some nodes, but the VMRs were consistently high (> 20) (Fig. 9c ). The frequencies plotted on 319 terminals and nodes of the tanglegram indicate a higher signal between two early-branching 320 clades of both phylogenies (Fig. 10) . These represent host haplotypes from the Waikouaiti and 321 Waitaki Rivers associated with parasite haplotypes of the latter.
13
DISCUSSION
324
Herein we have developed Random TaPas that uses a given global-fit method for analysis of 325 large tanglegrams and produces an index (VMR) that quantifies cophylogenetic signal in the 326 data. In fact, the simulations indicated that VMR is inversely proportional to the number of 327 cospeciation events used to build the evolutionary histories of hosts and symbionts. This is 328 consistently shown with most parameter combination tested (particularly when n > 20% of the 329 total number of host-symbiont associations) and global-fit method used. When n ≈ 40% the 330 correlation between VMR and number of cospeciation events tend to be higher, but note that not 331 all simulations could be executed and those excluded represented cases with low number of 332 cospeciation events. This is because the highest possible n of a given host-symbiont system 333 conveys the maximum quantity of unique host-symbiont associations and its value is 334 constrained by the nature of the joint evolutionary history. Thus this upper limit is informative 335 of the amount of cophylogenetic signal in the system. For instance, in Example 2, out of 75 336 host-symbiont associations the highest possible n was 5 or 6 (depending on the randomization) 337 over 10 4 trials, anticipating the low cospeciation signal detected. If possible, we recommend 338 setting n at least 10%, and ideally around 20%, of the total number of associations because the 339 simulation results suggest that the relationship with the number of cospeciation events becomes 340 stronger. In addition, with ultrametric trees, n ≈ 20 % seems to provide a good balance between 341 capturing cophylogenetic signal and detecting potential pseudocospeciation events.
342
The choice of p and global-fit method seems secondary to that of n, but note that p = 1% 343 tended to produce more skewed distributions than p = 5% ( 
404
A final word of caution is that the effects of cospeciation and pseudospeciation on 405 cophylogenetic signal can be difficult to tease apart, especially if the trees are not dated.
406
However, one would expect pseudocospeciation to be more prevalent if host trees are clustered 16 in few large clades and in those with rapid species turnover (rapid adaptive radiations), 408 particularly if symbionts are highly specific (Engelstädter and Fortuna 2018). With dated trees, 409 our results suggest that marked differences in frequency of host-symbiont associations with 410 varying n can give clues about the presence of pseudocospeciation in the system.
411
In summary, Random TaPas represents a new tool for cophylogenetic analysis that 412 provides a framework to assess cophylogenetic signal in a given host-symbiont system. In 
495
Cham, Switzerland: Springer. p. 41-80. Table 1 . Mean and range of variance to mean ratios of frequency distributions of host-symbiont (h-s) associations produced by Random TaPas applied in conjunction to two global-fit (GF) methods, Geodesic Distances (GD) and Procrustes Approach to Cophylogeny (PACo) to two sets of 100 simulated tanglegrams each: Set50 and Set100 involving ≈ 50 and 100 h-s associations, respectively. Random TaPas was evaluated with both additive and ultrametric trees over 10 4 runs with a fixed number of unique h-s associations (n) ≈ 10%, 20% and 40% of the total number of h-s associations and percentiles (p) = 1% and 5%. (See Fig. 1 for definitions of n and p) . H, S, A) , where H and S represent the phylogenies of hosts and symbionts, and A is a binary matrix that codes the associations between terminals in H and S: 1. Set a number n less than the total number of host-symbiont associations. 2. For i from 1 to N times (where N is sufficiently large, typically ≥ 10 4 ) do 2.1. Randomly choose n unique associations in A, so that each terminal in H is associated to one, and only one, terminal in S, and vice versa. (This is a prerequisite for a perfect host-symbiont cospeciation scenario); 2.2. Produce a partial tanglegram that includes only the n associations chosen at step 2.1 by trimming A and pruning H and S; 2.3. Run a global-fit test with the partial triple and 2.4. Save the resulting statistic z i and the set of n host-symbiont associations selected at 2.1. 3. Render the frequency distribution of the z i 's and set a small percentile p where the highest cophylogenetic congruence is expected. 4. Determine how many times each host-symbiont associations occurs in p, and return their frequency distribution.
Figure 2.
Regression trees relating the variance to mean ratio (VMR) of the frequency distribution of host-symbiont associations produced by Random TaPas with the number of evolutionary events in 100 simulated tanglegrams of ≈50 host-symbiont associations each, applying geodesic distances as global-fit method to phylograms. Expressions on nodes indicate the split criterion that shows the threshold value of the evolutionary event that was used to create the split. Branches to the left include cases that fulfill the criterion. Numbers at tips represent the average VMR of the group. Parameter combinations were as follows: (a) n = 5, p = 1%; (b) n = 5, p = 5%; (c) n = 10, p = 1%; (d) n = 10, p = 5%; (e) n = 20, p = 1%; (f) n = 20, p = 5%. Event abbreviations: csp = cospeciation, sor = sorting, dup =duplication, hsw = complete host-switching, col = colonization of new host without speciation. Results of the pseudocospeciation experiment with one simulated tanglegram of ≈50 host-symbiont associations relating two additive trees. Random TaPas was applied with geodesic distances, p = 5% and n = 5 (a), n = 10 (b) and n = 20 (c) to the original (left) and modified (right) tanglegrams. In the latter, the branch lengths of one clade (arrow) were reduced to one half, whereas its basal branch was lengthened to keep the original height of the clade. The frequency of occurrence of each host-symbiont association in the percentile p retrieved by Random TaPas (see Fig. 1 ) is coded in a color scale, where red and blue denote low and high values, respectively. The points at terminals are also coded on the same scale and represent the average frequency of host-symbiont association in which the terminal is involved. Figure 6 . Results of the pseudocospeciation experiment with one simulated tanglegram of ≈100 host-symbiont associations relating two ultrametric trees. Random TaPas was applied with geodesic distances, p = 5% and n = 5 (a), n = 10 (b) and n = 20 (c) to the original (left) and modified (right) tanglegrams. In the latter, the branch lengths of one clade (arrow) were reduced to one half, whereas its basal branch was lengthened to keep the original height of the clade. The frequency of occurrence of each host-symbiont association in the percentile p retrieved by Random TaPas (see Fig. 1 ) is coded in a color scale, where red and blue denote low and high values, respectively. The points at terminals are also coded on the same scale and represent the average frequency of host-symbiont association in which the terminal is involved.
Figure 7.
Results of Random TaPas applied to data of Neotropical orchids and their euglossine bee pollinators. The frequency distributions of pollinator-orchid associations were obtained with N = 10 4 , n = 29, and p = 5% with GD (a) and PACo (b). Vertical lines represent 95% confidence intervals of the frequencies computed with 1,000 randomly chosen pairs of posterior probability trees used to build the consensus trees of bees and orchids. Horizontal lines represent the expected mean if all associations were contributing equally to cophylogenetic signal. (c) Variance to mean ratio (VMR) of the respective frequency distributions (asterisks) and boxplots of VMRs produced with the pairs of posterior probability trees generated with GD and PACo. Fig. 7 is mapped using a color scale ranging from dark blue (highest) to dark red (lowest). The average frequency of occurrence of each terminal and fast maximum likelihood estimators of ancestral states of each node are also mapped according to the same scale.
Figure 9.
Results of Random TaPas applied to study the association between haplotypes of the trematode Coitocaecum parvum with those of its amphipod host, Paracalliope fluviatilis. The frequency distributions of host-symbiont associations were obtained with GD (a) and PACo (b), N = 10 4 , n = 8 and p = 5%. Vertical lines represent 95% confidence intervals of the frequencies computed with 1,000 randomly chosen pairs posterior probability trees used to build the consensus trees of trematode and amphipod haplotypes. Horizontal lines represent the expected mean if all associations were contributing equally to cophylogenetic signal. (c) Variance to mean ratio (VMR) of the respective frequency distributions (asterisks) and boxplots of VMRs produced with the pairs of posterior probability trees generated with GD and PACo. Figure 10 . Tanglegram representing the association between haplotypes of the trematode Coitocaecum parvum with those of its amphipod host, Paracalliope fluviatilis. The frequency corresponding to each trematode-amphipod association shown in Fig. 7 is mapped using a color scale ranging from dark blue (highest) to dark red (lowest). The average frequency of occurrence of each terminal and fast maximum likelihood estimators of ancestral states of each node are also mapped according to the same scale.
